Management
SNL iPartners’ easy-to-use, intuitive solution enhances the decision-making process for the management team, allowing them to retrieve
and analyze valuable data quickly without traditional reporting restraints and interactive tools. By delivering powerful analytics to support
solid business strategies, firms can leverage SNL iPartners’ solution to gain an edge in today’s competitive marketplace.

Unlock Powerful Insights. Execute Strategies Seamlessly.
At every level, users can monitor changes in direct written, net written, earned and collected premiums. Track reserves and loss ratios
and evaluate surplus, then drill down into the source data when unexpected information is discovered to view individual lines of
business, territories or transactions to understand variations.

•

View data by various categories

•

Consolidate data without rekeying into spreadsheets

•

Improve accountability with accessible information

•

Respond immediately to data requests by regulators board
members or shareholders

•

Manage fluctuations in the market more effectively

SNL iPartners’ solution utilizes best practices to define data definitions, standardize formulas and algorithms to create accurate, reliable
results. Empower your team with accurate information shared and analyzed throughout the entire enterprise. Increase data visibility and
accessibility to improve workflows and productivity.

•

Access premium, loss surplus and other data instantly

•

Monitor changes in direct written, net written collected and
earned premiums

•

Track reserves and evaluate surplus

•

Drill down to source data and view individual transactions

•

Empower operations to identify market trends quickly

•

Use Excel integration to prepare reports for third parties

A pioneer in the BI as-a-service solution, SNL iPartners is committed to delivering accurate, accessible and scalable Business
Intelligence solutions for organizations in the Property and Casualty Insurance industry. With over 15 years of experience in legacy data
integration, SNL iPartners’ proven technologies enable organizations to implement enterprise-class solution via a cost-effective model.
Contact us today to learn more.
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